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 Nowadays, smartphones and laptops equipped with cameras have become an integral part 
of our daily lives. The pervasive use of cameras enables the collection of an enormous 
amount of data, which can be easily extracted through video images processing. This opens 
up the possibility of using technologies that until now had been restricted to laboratories, 
such as eye-tracking and emotion analysis systems, to analyze users’ behavior in the wild, 
during the interaction with websites. In this context, this paper introduces a toolkit that 
takes advantage of deep learning algorithms to monitor user’s behavior and emotions, 
through the acquisition of facial expression and eye gaze from the video captured by the 
webcam of the device used to navigate the web, in compliance with the EU General data 
protection regulation (GDPR). Collected data are potentially useful to support user 
experience assessment of web-based applications in the wild and to improve the 
effectiveness of e-commerce recommendation systems. 
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1. Introduction  

This paper is an extension of work originally presented in 
ISCT [1]. Understanding User eXperience (UX) in the wild is of 
paramount importance for online business (e.g., e-commerce) to 
gain information about users’ opinion and behavior, in order to 
increase productivity, customize services and better drive 
strategic decisions. According to the definition provided by the 
international standard on ergonomics of human-system 
interaction, ISO 9241-210, UX is "a person's perceptions and 
responses resulting from the use or intended use of a product, 
system or service". It follows that the analysis of the sensations 
and emotions of the user with the product represents a central 
topic for UX research [2]. Over the last decade, increasingly 
accessible social media and tools offered by e-commerce sites 
themselves (e.g. Amazon.com), which encourages users to share 
their opinions, have made available a wealth of information 
potentially useful for understanding UX. Alongside, there has 
been a growing interest in sentiment analysis based on text 
analysis and user opinion mining. Several automatic approaches 
have been proposed to understand user emotion and extract UX 
information from online user online review [3-5]. However, 
though these tools are becoming increasingly accurate and 

effective, it is impossible to rely only on online reviews to 
understand how customers really feel. As reported by Jakob 
Nielsen in a study about user behavior in online communities [6], 
a significant number of customers (90%) are lurkers (i.e., they 
read and observe, but they do not contribute), while the 9% 
contribute intermittently within the only community and only the 
1% account for most contributions. This phenomenon has been 
named “the 90-9-1 rule”. Consequently, while systems able to get 
direct feedback from all the users (whether they are someone who 
will leave on online review or not) are still lacking, companies 
continue to spend millions of dollars on surveys and analysis of 
their customers to know what really works and what does not.  

Moreover, recent years have shown an increasing interest in 
enhancing possibilities of human-computer interaction with e-
commerce. Recommendation systems have started to attract 
interest in both business and research [7]. In the last few years 
there was significant improvement especially over the 
collaborative filtering approaches thanks to the advance in the 
field of machine learning and deep learning techniques [8]. 
However, the effectiveness of such a system remains generally 
low, as the algorithms used by most of the web e-commerce for 
providing shopping suggestions to customers use data collected 
from other customers, so that system difficulty meets the 
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customer’s expectation [7]. In this context, emotion detection 
represents one of the directions that can be taken to enhance the 
overall UX with these systems. In fact, it has been proved that 
recommender systems are more precise in providing relevant 
suggestions, when emotion variables are considered [9]. 

Nowadays, a variety of technologies exists to automatically 
recognize human emotions, spanning across facial expression 
analysis, acoustic speech processing and biological responses 
interpretation. The extensive deployment of smart devices 
equipped with sensors and connected to the Internet today opens 
the possibility of accessing a huge amount of data that until now 
would have been very difficult to collect. Smartphones and 
laptops equipped with cameras became an integral part of our 
daily lives. The use of cameras is so pervasive that we no longer 
worry about their presence, and we are not fully aware of how 
much information can be collected through them. For example, 
using appropriate systems, it is possible to process video images 
so that demographic (e.g., gender and age) and behavioral (e.g., 
emotions, eye movements) information can be easily extracted 
[10, 11]. This opens up the possibility of using technologies that 
until now had been restricted to laboratories to analyze UX in the 
wild. 

In this context, this paper aims to extend and integrate the 
contribution of the work presented in ISCT, which introduced and 
evaluated a new system of emotion detection for mobile 
applications, in order to define a toolkit for automated collection 
of data related to users’ emotions and behavior useful to: 

• Support the collection of data related to the user behavior 
during the interaction with desktop and laptop web-based 
applications in the wild; 

• Improve the effectiveness of recommendation systems. 

Such a tool will take advantage of the system proposed in [1] 
to monitor user’s emotions, through the acquisition of facial 
expression and implements new system based on deep learning 
algorithms to track the eye gazes from the video captured by the 
webcam of the device used to navigate the web, in compliance 
with the General data protection regulation (GDPR), the European 
Union regulation on the processing of personal data and privacy. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
gives an overview of the state of art in the context of systems for 
the automatic detection of users’ emotions and behavior and in 
particular of facial expression recognition and gaze tracking 
systems. Section 3 describes the overall system architecture with 
the Emotion recognition and Gaze detection modules. In Section 
4 performance evaluation results of the proposed are reported. The 
last section summarizes the main paper contributions and 
highlights future outlook. 

2. Research Background 

Over the past years producers and the marketing/branding 
industry demonstrated an increasing interest in emotional aspects 
of user behavior, as understanding the emotional state of users is 
crucial for developing successful products and services [12].  
Psychophysiological methods may offer data throughout the 
process of experience, which unfolds new possibilities for UX 
evaluation. This motivated the demand for automatic emotion 

recognition techniques as a tool for getting a larger quantity of 
more objective data.  Several attempts have been made to explore 
the possibility to use sentiments analysis to extract UX 
information from online user reviews. However, online reviews 
have proved to be too generic and lacking contextual references 
to effectively support UX assessment [13]. Several studies, such 
as [14] and [15], proposed systems that allow us to correlate data 
from different typologies of data, e.g. eye-tracking fixations, 
sentiment analysis, body gestures, or facial expressions. However, 
these systems are designed to support only formal UX evaluation 
assessment, while are not suitable for studies in the wild. Based 
on the best of our knowledge, no studies so far have proposed the 
integrated use of gaze and emotion recognition systems, based on 
deep learning algorithms, to support the collection of relevant 
information useful for UX assessment of laptop and desktop web 
applications nor to power recommending systems. Only [11] 
proposed a system to support UX assessment based deep learning, 
but such a solution works only for mobile applications. While 
only [7] proposed to process data provided by a common pc 
webcam to enable users’ gaze and emotion detection in order to 
manage an intelligent e-commerce recommendation system: it 
proposed respectively to use SVM algorithm to enable emotion 
recognition and a gradient-based method to perform gaze 
tracking. These algorithms, compared with most of Deep 
Learning CNNs, are more efficient for what concerns the 
computational performance, but less accurate [16].   

2.1. Emotion recognition 

In recent decades, research in the field of Human-Computer 
Interaction has shown an increasing interest in topics such as 
Affective computing, emotion analysis and study of human 
behaviors.  

This has encouraged the development of numerous methods 
and tools for the recognition of human emotions, characterized by 
different levels of intrusiveness. Most of them relate to three main 
research areas: facial expression analysis, speech recognition 
analysis and biofeedback analysis. Instruments based on 
biofeedback currently available (e.g., ECG or EEG, biometric 
sensors) are still difficult to adopt for studies in the wild, although 
the use of smart watches and bracelets is increasingly widespread 
[17]. Instead, research efforts in the field of facial expression 
recognition systems have allowed the development of reliable and 
non-invasive systems. The theoretical model most widely used in 
the analysis of facial expressions to develop algorithms for the 
recognition of emotions is certainly represented by the Face 
Action Coding System (FACS) [18]. It allows the identification 
of six universal emotions (i.e., joy, surprise, sadness, anger, fear 
and disgust) by tracking the movements of the face muscles. 

 The vast majority of facial expression recognition systems are 
based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): a particular 
mathematical model of Deep Learning that, unlike classical neural 
networks, present some layers, in the first part of the entire 
network, which apply a convolution instead of a general matrix 
multiplication to the images in input before passing the result to 
the next layers [10]. Several tools have been proposed in 
literature, such as [19-21]. Usually these systems refer to trained 
models using datasets built in controlled environments, where it 
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is possible to obtain the best accuracy scores, or, trained with data 
obtained by crawlers on the web, with low accuracy but mostly 
reflecting real contexts. To the best of our knowledge, approaches 
able to ensure a good accuracy using data obtained “in the wild” 
have not yet been evaluated. To ensure good accuracy in the 
recognition of human emotions in different contexts of use, the 
system of recognition of emotions proposed in this study adopts a 
hybrid approach. The resulting CNN, based on Keras and 
Tensorflow frameworks, has been trained merging three different 
public datasets. 

2.2. Eye-gaze tracking 

 Tracking one’s eyes movement is challenging yet important 
in HCI and computer vision fields. When it comes to products (as 
well as website) design, it is readily understandable how much it 
means to know where a user is looking at. In recent years research 
has aimed to achieve increasingly accurate results, using less and 
less invasive and off-the-shelf systems (especially webcams).  

According to the results of a recent survey, gaze tracking 
techniques can be classified into two main categories: feature-
based and appearance-based [22]. The first approaches require the 
acquisition of high-quality images to determine ocular 
characteristics, such as infrared corneal reflections [23], pupil 
center [24] and iris contour [25]. To determine the direction of the 
gaze independently to the head pose, these features are related to 
3D eye models. Although such approaches allow high accuracy to 
be achieved, the accuracy of the geometric calculation is highly 
dependent on system calibrations that are often difficult or 
impossible for ordinary users to perform. In addition, as they need 
to extract small features of the eye, they require the use of special 
equipment (e.g. IR light sources, special glasses / contact lenses) 
to acquire special high-resolution infrared images. Such 
technologies are not normally available in uncontrolled 
environments. Conversely, appearance-based approaches do not 
need particular illumination conditions, so that they work well 
with natural lighting, and require only a single webcam [26]: they 
take image contents directly in input and try to implicitly extract 
some relevant features, thus establishing a mapping to screen 
coordinates. Applicability of this latter kind of methods is 
remarkably large, although the potential handling of low-
resolution images makes their accuracy generally lower [26]. 

Recently, deep learning (DL) and convolutional neural 
networks (CNN) have been gaining interest for gaze estimation, 
so much so that many datasets [27] and network architectures [26, 
28, 29] have been proposed over the last years. The gaze-tracking 
system described in this paper adopts an architecture similar to the 
one proposed by Krafka et al. [30], which represents one of the 
more solid CNN actually proposed for gaze tracking. It is based 
on the AlexNet model described in [31]. 

3. System Architecture 

For the proposed toolkit a centralized architecture has been 
designed. This kind of architecture has been inherited from the 
system described in [11] and adapted to be used in synergy with 
web platforms instead of mobile applications. In Figure 1 are 
shown the main components: the Web Plugin and the Deep 
Learning Platform (DLP), respectively the frontend and the 

backend sides. The Web Plugin is a Javascript library with 
different functions usable by the developers (APIs) to get info 
about user’s interactions with the web application, i.e. interactions 
timestamps, clicks and scroll coordinates and above all the 
webcam handling, so how and when to enable the webcam 
activation, shooting frequency etc. This feature is the most 
important because both the Deep Learning engines that compose 
the DLP make use of the user's face photos to return the 
information related to his behavior. Photos taken through the pc 
webcam are encoded in base64 from the Web Plugin and sent 
through a HTTPS POST to the REST interface exposed through a 
specific endpoint from the DLP and developed in Python. The 
received call is then decoded and parsed to get the original data 
and store it in the server volatile memory, to ensure the 
compliance of the system with GDPR about privacy. After that, 
the encoded photo is stored in three different Redis queues: in this 
way every DL Tracker module can process every photo 
asynchronously. These queues are used to store and manage the 
order of arrival of the data that will be given in input to the Gaze 
Tracker and Emo Tracker for the prediction, respectively, of the 
gaze coordinates on the screen and the universal Ekman’s 
emotions. Both trackers are Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) implemented with the Python frameworks Tensorflow and 
Keras. Whenever the photo processing is concluded for a CNN, 
the output is saved in a database. 

 
Figure 1: System architecture 

3.1. Emo Tracker - the Emotion detection module 

 Based on [20], a state-of-the-art Deep Learning model that 
performs well in image recognition should also perform well in a 
facial expression recognition task: that’s because basically the 
visual discrimination of human emotions is an image 
classification task. According to different review works, like [19], 
there exist different DCNNs (Deep Convolutional Neural 
Networks) that reach various accuracy levels, and those that reach 
the highest performances are always trained using datasets 
composed by images retrieved in controlled environments and 
labeled in labs. Instead, lower accuracy percentages are reached 
by those datasets with “in the wild” properties, especially 
retrieved by web crawlers, usually composed by blurred, 
decentralized or very low-resolution images with misclassified 
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labels [20]. In return, this kind of datasets are often significantly 
bigger than the other kind.  
 
 To achieve the best emotion recognition accuracy and 
performances, various tests were conducted. Firstly, by merging 
the public datasets CK+ (developed in laboratory) [32], FER+ (the 
FER dataset re-tagged version with crowdsourcing) and 
AffectNet (manually annotated), a big dataset is constructed. 
More in detail, FER+ dataset has a label accuracy about 90%, with 
just 35k photos [20], AffectNet instead has more than 1 million 
web crawled images, but it also provides more than 400k photos 
manually labeled by several experts.  These datasets have been 
chosen because they are tagged with almost one of the universal 
Ekman’s emotions labels and because they reach a labeling 
accuracy relatively high. Moreover, as mentioned, they belong to 
different dataset categories, so they provide the possibility to 
improve the resulting model reliability: the assumption is in fact 
that combining lab generated datasets with those with “in the 
wild” properties, it is possible to obtain a better accuracy for the 
in the wild benchmarks. To further improve resulting dataset 
quality, a Python script to filter all the images with none or more 
than one face has been developed. The resulting merged dataset 
at the end counts more than 250k photos, with data distribution 
shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2: Data distribution 

 Every single dataset has then splitted into two different parts 
for training and validation, so to avoid distorting the results during 
validation phase: for this purpose it was  chosen, empirically, to 
divide each dataset using the ratio 80% for training and 20% for 
validation, equally for each dataset. After constructing the dataset, 
preprocessing steps are performed such as facial alignment, 
centralization of the face respect to the image and face rotation, 
obtained using Dlib facial landmarks coordinates as reference. All 
the photos have then been scaled to 64x64 pixels, so to make them 
homogeneous in size. 
 

For the implementation of the Emo Tracker module, different 
Python scripts that make use of Dlib, Tensorflow and Keras 
frameworks have been developed. In particular, Dlib is used to 
detect one or more human faces in a frame (Face Detection) and 
provide main face landmarks coordinates, while Keras and 

Tensorflow provide some of the most used APIs in the Deep 
Learning field. Trained networks models have been defined to 
take 64x64 pixels face images in grayscale by the input layer, and 
to return the Ekman’s Emotions (joy, surprise, anger, disgust, 
sadness, fear and neutral) classification probability by the output 
layer. Different Keras model architectures such as Inception [33], 
VGG13, VGG16 and VGG19 [34], were also tested to compare 
the reached accuracy levels, as listed in Table 1.  

Table 1: Performance of different models 

 
Network hyperparameters are initialized as it is stated on [20], 

then the other variations are also experimented such as validation 
split 0.1, 0.2, number of epochs 30, 50 and 100 and dynamic 
learning rate defined as  

 
Learning rate (lr) is initialized with 0.025 and updated on each 
epoch accordingly. As shown in table 1, VGG13 model reaches 
the best accuracy percentage in validation phase, accuracy values 
over time in relation to the epochs increasing are shown on Figure 
3, as a reference of the carried-out experiment. Overfitting occurs 
during training using other deep neural network architectures, 
except for the VGG13, when epochs number is bigger than 30.   

 
Figure 3: Training and validation accuracy of VGG13 

3.2. Gaze Tracker - the Eye-Gaze Detection module 

  In 2016, Krafka et al. [30] published a paper with a solid CNN 
proposal for gaze tracking, together with a big dataset of 
crowdsourcing-collected faces; many researchers are referring to 
it since then. The Gaze Tracker module’s network adopts an 
architecture similar to the one proposed in [30], which is based on 
the AlexNet model [31], but respect to that one, a dropout layer 
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was added to the right after each last convolutional layer. Also in 
this case, the output is the camera distance, in centimeters. The 
main challenge using this architecture has been to adapt it to an 
application context different from the one originally established: 
iTracker in fact has been trained to work with mobile devices, 
especially it can reach the best performances on iPhone devices, 
where it is possible to exactly know, dynamically, the phone 
camera position. Moreover, practically the whole dataset used to 
train the model, was built using photos taken by Apple devices. 
Our purpose, instead, is to propose a gaze detection module 
optimized to be used on laptop and desktop devices, while it has 
been decided to not consider a general model that involves also 
mobile displays in order to not undermine the performance of the 
model for the specific case taken into consideration by this 
research. 

 To achieve this objective, a new training dataset has been built 
from scratch, collecting pictures from informed volunteers who 
decided to contribute. For this purpose, a web application has been 
developed. Each participant was asked to stare at a red dot that 
was randomly displayed in 30 different screen positions, while the 
webcam took a picture for each of them; corresponding point 
coordinates were stored too, to ensure image-screen coordinates 
association. Concerning screen sizes, this application has been 
thought to be as general as possible (i.e., capable of dealing with 
different kinds of displays). However, due to infrastructural 
reasons, it is not possible to automatically retrieve physical 
dimensions of a screen from a web page application. 

 
Figure 4: Main screen of the web application for collecting training pictures; by 
pressing on “Start”, a new empty screen appears, in which the dots are shown in 

succession 

 For this reason, on the application interface, the user is asked 
to choose its own screen size, among the ones displayed in a 
dropdown list, ranging from 13 to 30 inches (i.e., the most 
common laptop and desktop sizes). By knowing the physical size 
of the screen and the display resolution (that can be automatically 
determined instead), it has been possible to express the dots 
coordinates in cm. At the end, 54 subjects agreed to participate, 
so the training dataset has been composed of 1620 photos.  

The CNN for gaze tracking was implemented and trained 
using python programming language, running Keras API upon 
TensorFlow library support and with GPU acceleration.  

 Inputs of the CNN are the cropped face image (sized 
224x224),  the two cropped eyes images (sized 224x224) and a 
1x4 face grid vector, expressing the portion of the entire image 
occupied by the face; in order to normalize the dataset, both the 

face and the eyes images are converted to grayscale, their  contrast 
being increased by means of histogram normalization. The output 
is a two-dimensional vector containing x and y coordinates of the 
estimated display point (in centimeters). Faces and eyes are 
detected and cropped using the dlib [35] frontal face detector and 
68 landmarks predictor, respectively. When a face box is found, 
the screen coordinates of its top left corner and its width and 
height are stored in the face grid vector; in this way implicit 
information can be retrieved about the user-screen relative pose. 
Adadelta [36] has been chosen among the optimizers 
implemented in Keras. 

 A python script was also realized for visualizing the scan path 
of the eyes over a displayed image; when launching it, a preset 
image is shown in full screen, while the webcam repeatedly takes 
pictures of the user and feeds the network with them. All the 
coordinates are stored and, when the image is closed, they are 
automatically processed in a manner that near points are clustered 
together, thus separating fixations from saccades [37]. Eventually, 
the colored clusters are depicted over the displayed image, 
together with straight lines connecting the subsequent ones, to 
give an idea on the path which the eyes followed overall.  
4. Results 

The proposed emotion and gaze detection systems were 
tested separately. 

4.1. Evaluation of emotion detection performance 

The test accuracy of each emotion category on the confusion 
matrix plotted as heatmap on Figure 5, shows some interesting 
results. The images with fear tag misclassified as surprise and 
disgust tag misclassified as anger has over 20% rate, these are 
results that are very often found in literature, mostly because these 
facial expressions are difficult to differentiate even for a human 
being, so they are often misinterpreted also in the dataset labeling 
phase. Moreover, as it can be seen, the emotion categories with 
more training samples resulting in higher accuracy compared to 
the ones with fewer training samples. Consequently, it is believed 
that a more evenly distributed dataset may improve the model 
accuracy further.  

 
Figure 5: Accuracy of each emotion category 
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The model VGG13 we trained is also evaluated on EmotioNet 
[21] 2018 challenge dataset: the Ohio State University, on their 
website [38], has in fact made available their dataset to give 
anyone the opportunity to compare their results with those of the 
challenges of 2017 and 2018. The table shows the evaluation 
result. 

Table 2: Emotionet evaluation results 

 

In this case only five emotions have been evaluated: this is 
because available photos related to Fear emotions were not 
enough to establish a meaningful comparison. In addition, no 
photos were made available for the comparison of the Neutral 
emotion. 

4.2. Evaluation of eye-gaze detection performance 

 To evaluate the performance of the prediction the same 
software implemented to gather training samples has been used. 
The human eye detected using dlib [35] landmarks is the input of 
the python script that crops the region of interests and predicts the 
coordinates. They are expressed in centimeters and take the top-
left screen corner as origin. A total of 20 subjects agreed to take 
part in the test and for each participant the predictions have been 
made for 30 different screen positions. 

 Every time the test is repeated the real and predicted 
coordinates have been saved in a database. To calculate the error 
between the predicted point and the real one the following formula 
has been used: 

 

where xi real is the real coordinate where the subject i is looking at, 
xi pred is the predicted coordinate, n represents the total number of 
participants, and em the mean error (in centimeters) that has been 
calculated for any screen position. The same formula was used to 
evaluate the error on the y coordinate. 

 At this stage, 30 values of em have been calculated., The mean 
errors have been aggregated in 12 more meaningful values, as no 
significant variations have been found in comparison with the 
high number of screen positions. Each of them represents the error 
in a specific screen area (see Figure 6 and 7).  

 Both the heatmaps in Figure 6 and 7 show a higher error value 
in the top side of the screen (up to 11 cm), but interesting results 
have been achieved for the other screen positions. In this case the 
error goes between 0.02cm to 7.2cm. As the heatmap shows, the 
model still needs some improvement since the accuracy strongly 

depends on the area the subject stares at, but this experiment 
proves that it is possible to reach very accurate gaze predictions. 

 
Figure 6: Mean error (cm) for each screen area for the x coordinate. 

 

Figure 7: Mean error (cm) for each screen area for y coordinate. 

5. Conclusion and discussion 

This work proposed a system able to collect, data about user 
interactions/behavior with web applications potentially useful to 
support UX analysis. In particular, the proposed toolkit makes use 
of a deep learning-based platform to allow an “in the wild” data 
collection during user’s interactions with a web 
application/platform just using a normal webcam. Future studies 
will be conducted to define an automatic system able to support 
the analysis of collected data, visualize UX outcomes through the 
provision of proper KPIs, and suggest useful design guidelines, 
based on the observed users’ behavior, to improve UX design. 

Regarding the emotion detection module, experimental results 
showed that the accuracies of facial expression categories such as 
fear and disgust are low mainly because of the small dataset of the 
corresponding category. The other facial expression categories 
however have reached relatively high classification accuracies. 
The evaluation results on EmotioNet dataset also supports the 
results of our experiment. Future work will be focused on the 
collection of more data on the small dataset categories to improve 
the classification accuracies of those corresponding categories 
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and on the exploration of generative adversarial networks to 
increase recognition accuracy. 

About the gaze detection module, has been showed that the 
average error that can be reached is widely improvable and still 
does not reach the levels of accuracy of iTracker: this is due both 
to the small size of the dataset used for training and to the 
heterogeneity of the environments with which the user may be 
operating, in particular distance between user and screen, screen 
size, webcam position, etc. One of the future main works are 
undoubtedly the expansion of the dataset used to train the gaze 
network, unfortunately still very limited, adopting crowdsourcing 
tools.  

Finally, data related to users’ emotions and behavior, 
automatically collected through the proposed tool, can be used to 
improve recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering 
approaches. Current recommendation systems actually consider 
only data related to product features, customer preferences, 
customer demographic data (e.g., age, gender) historical data of 
purchases, and environmental factors (e.g., time, location). The 
availability of a huge amount of data related to what users observe 
the most, and what they feel while browsing e-commerce, opens 
new possibilities for customization and adaptation of 
recommendations, based on the real taste and interest of the user. 
Future studies should go in this direction.    
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